
 

The McMurdo Dry Valleys:  A landscape on the threshold of change 
A collaboration with the University of Colorado, of Houston, of Minnesota, of New Mexico, and of Texas. 

 
 The landscape of the McMurdo Dry Valleys (MDV) has been undergoing dramatic changes over 
the past decade.  The Wright Lower Glacier in Wright Valley, has deflated tens of meters, the Garwood 
River in Garwood Valley has incised >3 m through subsurface ice, Canada Glacier in Taylor Valley has 
formed deep, >4  m canyons, and newly discovered thermokarst slumps have appeared around Taylor 
Valley streams and lakes.  In all cases, these changes are mediated by sediment. Sediment-free ice 
exhibits little change.  Interestingly, summer air temperatures have been cooling slightly over the past 
decade but solar radiation has been dramatically increasing at a rate of about 2W m-2yr-1 for the past 
two decades.  We hypothesize that surface sediment in the valleys is warming due to increased solar 
radiation and more than offsetting minor increasing heat losses due to turbulent exchange with the 
atmosphere. Where ice is in contact with sediments, rapid surface and subsurface melting is occurring 
causing extensive and dramatic landscape change. Changes to the geology and hydrology of the 
landscape driven by near-surface melting have significant geochemical and biological repercussions in 
the water-limited ecosystem of the MDV.  We contend that increased solar radiation over the past 
decades mimic the anticipated climate warming expected in the coming decades to the MDV and can 
therefore be used as a predictive estimate of future landscape changes. 
 We propose to measure landscape changes and to predict future changes by identifying 
components of the landsystem that are susceptible to melt-driven change.  The proposed work is 
divided into four parts.  First, surface elevation of the MDV is surveyed in detail using an airborne LiDAR 
with < 10cm vertical resolution.  This high resolution DEM is then compared to a 2001 LiDAR survey of 
the valley bottoms to document the spatial pattern and magnitude of elevation changes.  Second, we 
adapt an existing MDV surface energy balance model to estimate heat transport to the subsurface ice 
and dirty glacier ice. Third, we identify geomorphic features in the new LiDAR survey that have 
undergone melting-related subsidence and measure the remaining amount of subsurface ice using a 
ground-penetrating radar to determine the magnitude of landscape change yet to come. Finally, we 
instrument and synoptically sample downstream reaches below these melt-susceptible landforms in 
order to capture the geochemical, thermal, and biological consequences of these geomorphic changes. 
 Intellectual Merit:   We will produce a high resolution topographic map (0.25 m/pixel) and digital 
ortho-photographs (< 3cm/pixel) of the valleys correcting the current USGS map/DEM that is off by 
>100m vertical in places.   This product provides immediate applications to a wide variety of projects 
across all disciplines and provides a comprehensive baseline against which future changes can be 
compared.  Our survey of buried ice in the valleys and associated geomorphic expressions provide an 
empirical basis for mapping at risk landscapes in the valleys. Our downstream ecosystem analysis will 
provide a first look at ecosystem response to a warming climate and for defining the geomorphic 
context for anticipated hydrological and biological changes to come.   

Broader Impacts:  The McMurdo Dry Valleys are an ‘Antarctic Specially Managed Area’ and 
management of this fragile landscape and its ecosystem is dependent on an understanding of future 
scenarios of climate and landscape change.   This project will provide Antarctic field research 
opportunities for undergraduate and graduate students and leadership experience for young Ph.D 
scientists. The dramatic landscape changes that have occurred and anticipated to occur will serve as 
vivid examples of climate-driven landscape change in Antarctica, and will be promoted in partnership 
with environmental interest media. The large volume of image, topography, and mapping data that the 
project will generate will be synthesized into a 3D tour of the field site with expert commentary, suitable 
for museum display. The topographic and photo maps produced by this project will be made available to 
the entire Antarctic research and support community.  


